Lowry’s
ready to
mix it with
big boys

A LOT
DUN,
MORE
TO DO...

DUNDALK claimed a crucial
away goal in going down 2-1
at BATE Borisov in Belarus
last night in the first leg of
their Champions League
second round qualifier.
David McMillan’s
33rd-minute strike
cancelled out the hosts’
early opener — much to the
delight of the visiting
Lilywhites supporters in the
Borisov-Arena.
And although the Louth
outfit were ultimately
defeated on the night by

BATE Borisov 2
■
Dundalk 1
CHAMPIONS LGE QUALIFYING

SECOND ROUND FIRST LEG

Evgeni Yablonski’s goal
soon after, Stephen Kenny
Airtricity League champions
will be confident that they
can complete the job in next
week’s mouthwatering
return showdown at Oriel
Park.
SEE PAGE 57

HANDS OFF

■ SEE PAGES 52&53

Louis’ plea
to Angel
■ George SCOTT
LOUIS van Gaal has urged Angel
Di Maria to stick with Manchester
United next season.
Starsport revealed yesterday the
Di Maria (below) was edging closer to a €70m move to French
champions Paris St-Germain having decided to quit Old Trafford
after just one season.
But Van Gaal is
understood to have
called the Argentina
international winger
last week to try to
convince him to stay
for another season
and prove he can cut it
in the Premier League.

McCarthy’s not for sale
Martinez tells City

Swap

■ Mark McCADDEN

Di Maria has struggled to settle
in Manchester and Van Gaal is
sympathetic to his problems.
LVG will allow him to go if the
club receives an appropriate offer
or PSG are prepared to do a swap
deal with Edinson Cavani.
But Van Gaal remains reluctant
to sell Di Maria less than a year
TURN TO PAGE 58

MANCHESTER CITY have been
told to keep their hands off Everton
and Ireland midfielder James
McCarthy.
Toffees boss Roberto Martinez yesterday
insisted that the 24-year-old was not for sale
— even if Manuel Pellegrini’s mega-rich
City were to swoop with a €28m bid.
“There are two reasons why James
McCarthy is not for sale,” said Martinez.
“The first is that Everton are a club that
has balanced its books,
it is not a club that
needs to sell anybody.
“The second is that
James has been a
strong performer for
me for a number of
seasons.”
McCarthy emerged
yesterday as a top target for City after they
failed to lure Fabian VOW: Martinez
Delph from Aston Villa.

Joe backs
row probe
■ Kieran CUNNINGHAM
ARMAGH legend Joe Kernan
(below) has called for a
full-scale probe into the
recent challenge match that
resulted in Dublin’s
Davy Byrne picking up serious
facial injuries.
The GAA
authorities are
investigating the
incident from the
game between
Dublin and Armagh a
fortnight ago.
And Kernan feels any probe
has to be wide-ranging.
“It was serious but if they
are going to look at it, look at
the whole video and see what
TURN TO PAGE 63

Win

IN CITY’S SIGHTS: James
McCarthy dribbles past Joselu
in Everton’s Asia Trophy semifinal win over Stoke in
Singapore yesterday

However his importance to Martinez, who
paid around €17m to
sign him from Wigan
two years ago, was
underlined by the
Spaniard.
Martinez was speaking after the Asia AIM: Pellegrini
Trophy shootout win over
Stoke in Singapore.
The Irish ace limped off 10 minutes before
the end with a minor ankle injury.
However Martinez was quick to play down
the problem, saying: “James has a knock on
the ankle. He over-extended it. But he carried on and came off more as a precaution.”
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